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Abstract: One is studying numerically and analitically some properties of
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by the bonding relation: 0( ) ( ) ( ) 2I s s I sy< < +  which can be easy proved using the
monotony of the function 
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However, there are situations [1] when a deeper study of the properties of this
function is needed. We shall start by studying the behaviour of )(sy  in the limiting cases
0+®s  and +¥®s . If  0+®s  all the terms in the series go to 0 excepting the term
which corresponds to k=0 . So ( ) 1sy ®  when 0+®s . When +¥®s  one can write
)(sy  as a Riemann series for I(s):
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so  0( )sy  behaves like I(s) when  +¥®s . Let us write 0( )sy  in the form:
0( ) 1 ( )s s e sy p= × + - ; than, e(s) has the following asymptotic behaviour:
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,  when 0+®s  ; 1)( ®se  ,  when +¥®s .
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On the function …
A reasonable numerical calculus of 0( )sy  gives for e(s) the plot from Fig. 1.
Fig.1.  Numerical calculus for e(s)
One can easy see that e(s) behaves like sp ×  for [0;0.4]sÎ  and is equal to 1 for
[0.8; ]sÎ +¥ ; so 0 ( ) 1 for  [0;0.4]s sy » Î  and 0( ) for  [0.8; ]s s sy p» × Î +¥ . For
the domain [0.4;0.8] one can obtain a Boltzmann-type fitting:
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which is represented in Fig.2.
Let the displaced function of ( ), [0;0.5]a s ay Î :
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The result of a numerical calculus for 1 / 2( )sy  is represented in Fig.3, while the difference
0 1/2( ) ( )s sy y-  was numerically interpolated, and yield the formula:
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Results are consistent with those obtained from Poisson summation formula [2],[3]:
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where G  is the Fourier Transform of F .
For 2( ) exp[ ( ) ]F x x a= - + , 2 2( ) exp( )G y y i a yp p= × - × - × × , so one has the
general relation:
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which goes to:
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Fig.2. Numerical interpolation for  e(s)
On the function …
Fig.3.  Numerical calculus for 1 / 2( )sy
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Rezumat: Sunt studiate numeric si analitic unele proprietãti ale functiei
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